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Abstract: Cryptography based on ciphertext policy attributes (CPABE) is a promising cryptographic method that can be
used to fine-tune access to outsourced knowledge in the cloud. However, flaws in key management make your application
difficult to detect. A central theme in the written agreement. Please note that buyers’ front-end devices (such as
smartphones) often have limited data protection. Therefore, if it is completely controlled by a non-public key, consumers
may leak a key that is almost unrecognizable, but initially in the previous version. explore. Use ABE wisely. In the course
of this work, we proposed the collaborative key management protocol in CPABE (CKMCPABE). Our design performs
the distributed generation, release and storage of private keys without adding additional infrastructure. When the key is
updated, immediate and detailed attribute revocation is provided. The cooperation mechanism not only effectively solves
the core problem of the written agreement, but also effectively solves the problem of key leakage. At the same time, it
helps to significantly reduce the workload of consumer decryption. A comparison with various representative CPABE
themes shows that our model performs slightly better in terms of external knowledge sharing in the mobile device cloud.
Finally, we provide proof of security for the proposed protocol.
Index terms: cloud data exchange, CPABE, key management, security, efficiency.

I.INTRODUCTION
As computer technology and large-scale networks became more profitable, it became more convenient to exchange data
with others. computing and cloud storage also make digital assets easier to maintain . Because data exchange in the cloud
requires remote infrastructure shared by some organizations, remote storage damages the privacy of data owners to a
certain extent.
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Sensitive and confidential data stored in the cloud is extremely important. The simultaneous participation of many users
requires detailed access control for data exchange. Attribute encryption (ABE) is a promising encryption primitive that
provides an interesting solution for secure and flexible data exchange. .ABE has the single-person feature, that is, one
key can decrypt different ciphertexts, or different keys can decrypt the same ciphertext. There are two types of ABE:
ciphertext ABE policy (CPABE) and key ABE policy (KPABE). , The access policy is embedded in the ciphertext, and
the attribute set is embedded in the private key. With KPABE, the access policy is embedded in the private key, and the
attribute set is embedded in the ciphertext. CPABE enables data owners to define their own access policies. Anyone who
wants to retrieve data must first match the set access policy attributes. This attribute makes CPABE ideal for the security
and fine-grained access control of cloud communications.
However, there are still many unresolved problems related to the actual implementation of ABE , especially in private
key management. For many previous ABE schemes, the key authorization must be completely reliable because they can
all decipher the ABE scheme. Use the ciphertext of the private key generated by without the owner's permission. This is
often referred to as the key store problem, which is an inherent defect that compromises user privacy. The underlying
trend of cloud computing. The current research has little evidence that mobile devices with an interface (such as
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smartphones) are more susceptible to data protection than servers. Therefore, the weak point of the protection of the
private key can easily lead to the disclosure of the key to unauthorized users. [thirty]. In addition, the current ABE key
management scheme also requires many bilinear pair , power and multiplication, and calculations, especially in the
decryption step. The resulting runtime may be very unacceptable.
In this article, we propose a new encryption key management protocol (CKMCPABE) based on ciphertext policy
attributes to improve the security and efficiency of key management in cloud communications. Through the interaction
between the key management center, the cloud server, and the client who wants to access the data, the private key is
generated, released, and stored in a distributed manner, and secure key management can be realized without additional
physical infrastructure, which is easier to implement than The previous multi-authority system. 2) We introduce attribute
groups to create a private key update algorithm. Each attribute group that contains clients with the same attributes is
assigned a unique attribute group key. The key to update the attribute group provides detailed and immediate revocation
of the attribute. 3) We would like to point out that not only is the key storage problem, but the leakage of the key will
also endanger the confidentiality of the private key, which has hardly been considered in previous studies. Two problems
with shared key management. Finally, we provide evidence of the security of the proposed protocol. The collaboration
mechanism helps to significantly reduce the client's decryption overhead by using the decryption server to perform most
of the decryption without leaving any information about the information.
The rest of paper is organized as follow: We review previous work on ABE primitives and their applications in Section
II, give essential preliminaries in Section III, present the CKM-CP-ABE model for cloud data sharing in Section IV,
propose main key management algorithm in Section V, provide comprehensive analysis on the security and efficiency of
CKM-CP-ABE in Section VI, and draw conclusion and highlight our future work in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK
In this article, we propose a new encryption key management protocol (CKMCPABE) based on ciphertext policy
attributes to improve the security and efficiency of key management in cloud communications. Through the interaction
between the key management center, the cloud server, and the client who wants to access the data, the private key is
generated, released, and stored in a distributed manner, and secure key management can be realized without additional
physical infrastructure, which is easier to implement than The previous multi-authority system. 2) We introduce attribute
groups to create a private key update algorithm. Each attribute group that contains clients with the same attributes is
assigned a unique attribute group key. The key to update the attribute group provides detailed and immediate revocation
of the attribute. 3) We would like to point out that not only is the key storage problem, but the leakage of the key will
also endanger the confidentiality of the private key, which has hardly been considered in previous studies. Two problems
with shared key management. Finally, we provide evidence of the security of the proposed protocol. 4) The collaboration
mechanism helps to significantly reduce the client's decryption overhead by using the decryption server to perform most
of the decryption without leaving any information about the information. The rest of the article is structured as follows:
In Section II, we introduced the previous work on ABE primitives and their applications, in Section III we provided
necessary background information, and in Section IV we introduced the use of cloud data The exchanged CKMCPABE
model, which is a basic key management recommendation. The algorithm proposed in Section 5 is a comprehensive
analysis of the security and effectiveness of CKMCPABE in Section 6, and a conclusion is drawn and emphasized in
Section 7 For our future work.
Green et al. Point out that the size of the ciphertext and the cost of decryption are the main disadvantages of using ABE
in practice. To overcome these problems, they proposed a new ABE with side decryption (ODABE) for CPABE and
KPABE, which sets up a proxy for most decryption calculations. In the decryption process, the data receiver transmits
the conversion key and ciphertext to the proxy server, and receives the ciphertext in ElGamal style. The plain text can
then be retrieved from the data recipient through a very simple invoice. In view of the potential trend of the development
of mobile cloud services, the external application decryption solution greatly optimizes the user experience. Lai et al.
Proposed attribute-based encryption and verifiable outsourced decryption (VODABE). In ODABE, an untrusted proxy
server risks the confidentiality of the ciphertext and conversion key. In addition, incorrect calculations can make the
entire system unusable. His research shows that a security requirement called outsourced verification needs to be
proposed for ODABE. Lin et al. Provides an improved VODABE based on the Key Encapsulation Engine (KEM). Their
experiments show that the size of the ciphertext and the cost of encryption and decryption are almost half of those
designed by Lai et al.
Chase et al. a brand new ABE-based multi-authorization key generation rule is planned. They assume that the central
authority within the EBA is trustworthy by many previous authoritative there foreurces, so it will extract plain text while
not the permission of alternative establishments and users. The proposed algorithm needs interaction between the central
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authority and other authorities to collectively generate the key and its main secret to resolve the key storage problem.
Pletea et al. The idea of universal hierarchic attributes supported the world attribute set is introduced, and therefore the
multi-authority hierarchical mechanism of CPABE is proposed. once the user defines the access structure and requests
knowledge encryption, every key generation center (KGA) can generate the corresponding access policy and its level of
personal key, in order that though the leaked KGA is concerned, the protection of key management will be secure sex.
The key issue. Xu et al. A multi-authorization proxy re-encryption theme for ABE is planned to realize economical and
correct revocation. so as to manage the keys within the architecture, user-defined access policies are appointed to a
weighted access list, that reduces the process work involved in generating and issue private keys. Zhang et al. Take the
lead in implementing a 3rd infrastructure for one organization at KPABE to resolve crucial storage issues. The key
generation communication overhead is far not up to the previous unreserved multi-authorization scheme. Hur planned a
secure and economical attribute-based communication system. They offer a brand new answer to the key storage
downside in a very single management system by implementing two-component computing (2PC) between the key
generation center and therefore the knowledge storage center while not adding any further infrastructure. Introduce key
management infrastructure (KMI) for private health records (PHR) within the cloud. you've got outlined a non-public
domain and a property right to share PHR with completely different users. within the personal domain, multi-authority
CPABE is introduced to expeditiously management the access of an outsized variety of users. Users rely upon their
skilled role. within the public domain, KPABE is suburbanized so as to delegate access to many users regarding the
individual PHR holder. The KMI they planned aims to use superior Oualha et al to resolve the matter of attribute request
and user recall. it's seen that though ABE needs Brobdingnagian computing resources, it will complete large-scale
calculations in advance. in sight of the ability limitations and calculations of nodes in the web of Things, they planned a
brand new CPABE, that introduces a pre-calculation methodology that calculates and stores some key parts before
finishing encryption. though period calculations are greatly reduced, your design needs trustworthy objects to store
items. A reliable channel is additionally required to securely transmit these elements to the desired nodes.
As mentioned above, previous schemes of key management in attribute-based information sharing system primarily
focuses on key update, proxy re-encryption and outsourced decryption. Some analysis incontestable untrusted key
authority might cause key written agreement downside and provided corresponding solutions. However, very little
research notices that if authority is untrusted, front-end devices, particularly mobile ones should be way more untrusted
than it as a result of their inherently prone to black-market access. If private keys are still entirely hold on in front-end
devices, a worse problem known as key exposure happens, threatening confidentiality of personal keys. In addition, most
of attribute-based data sharing schemes increased security of key management at the value of cryptography overhead of
information receivers. Therefore, we have a tendency to don't seem to be glad about previous schemes of key management
in terms of either security or efficiency.

III. PRELIMINARIES
A.

Bilinear Pairings

1)
BiLinearity
2)
Non-degeneracy:
Let G1 and G2 be two multiplicative cyclic groups with prime order p , and let g be a generator.
B.
Linear Secret Sharing Scheme
Definition 1 (access structure): Let p={p1,p2,…pm} be a group of participants. If for any B and C, we have B 
and B C, and C  , then the set is monotonic. A monotonic access structure is a monotonic set A2P \{
∅} We call the set in the authorized set , and the unauthorized set as the unauthorized set 
Definition 2 (Split Secret Linear Scheme): Let P be a set of participants and M be a matrix with m rows and d columns.
Map: 𝜌:{1,2,3,…..m}→P
Assign a subscriber to each line for marking. The secret exchange scheme on P used to access the structure   is * the
linear secret partition scheme in Zp*, denoted by (M, ) if it consists of two polynomial time algorithms.

IV. MODEL OF CKM-CP-ABE FOR CLOUD DATA-SHARING
1) Customers. The client (CL) is a user who wants to access data in cloud storage through a front-end device. In view of
the potential trend of mobile cloud services, mobile devices constitute most of the front-end equipment. If the attribute
set of CL satisfies the ciphertext access policy, CL can obtain plaintext. We believe that the performance of most mobile
devices will be poor, putting CL at risk of key leakage.
2) Key Organ-Key Organ (KA) is an integral part of the system. KA is responsible for most of the mathematical
operations, including key generation, key update, etc. You are curious about the value of the plaintext, but you will not
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change it.
3) Cloud server: The cloud server (CS) is responsible for managing cloud storage. All transmitted data is under the
control of CS. We assume that every COP is completely reliable.
4) Decryption server: The decryption server (DS) has powerful computing capabilities. Perform and isolate most (but
not all) decryption tasks. We assume that the DS is partially trusted, and the DS access channel is insecure, because this
is enough for CKMCPABE to keep the data secure, as shown in Section IV.
5) Data Owner: Data Owner (DO) is an authorized user who owns the data to be downloaded in the system. DO defines
its own explicit access strategy so that only required CLs can receive plain text.
We assume that all parties involved in the data exchange will not cooperate with each other for illegal access to the data,
otherwise the model will be unavailable and meaningless. In our model, the attributes are verified by KA. All the provided
attributes are represented by a set of random elements contained in the common parameters generated by KA and CS in
cooperation. Public parameters. When DO intends to share data, it uses the sent parameters to encrypt the data to form
the original CT-Init ciphertext and load it into KA. KA re-encrypts the original ciphertext, forms the final CT ciphertext,
sends it and stores it in CS. According to CL s attribute set, S={1,2,3,…..}, the key management protocol helps to
secretly generate three different private key components at the same time, namely CPK1, CPK2 and CPK3, each of which
belongs to KA One, CS or CL. After requesting the data stored in the cloud, DS received CPK1 and CPK2s through the
latest CT-to-CT form. Finally, CL extracts the plain text  and its CPK3 from CT. For our proposed CKMCPABE for
cloud data exchange, the plaintext can only be extracted from the final ciphertext by combining the three components of
the private key.

V. MAIN KEY MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM
For clarity, we provide some notation from : Define the universe of all system CLs as U={u1,u2,u3,….,un.}and the universe
of all granted attributes as L={1,2,3,…..}. Let Gt  U be an attribute group of CLs who share t.
Let Kt  ZP* be an attribute group key associated with G t . Let G={ G t | ∀ t L }be the collection of all attribute groups
and K={ K t | ∀ t L } be the collection of all attribute group keys. Our CKM-CP-ABE scheme consists of six algorithms
whose details follow.
A. Setup
1) Trust Setup L
2) KA Setup:
3) CS Setup:
B. Key Generation
The key generation algorithm executed by KA takes the public parameter PP and a set of CL attributes as input. Then the
spacecraft chooses a stochastic index R Z*p. Then the key generation algorithm generates the initial key value as
follows: PK init =(g, x  S : h  x ) KA stores the initial key for subsequent update of the private key.
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C.Encryption
The encryption algorithem,which is run by the Do, takes as input the public parameters params=(PP,PPka,PPcs), an access
structure A and plaintext M . Meanwhile, the DO generates a random vector v={s,y2,y3,……yd} and a linear secret
sharing scheme (M,𝜌)associated with A to calculate ⅄i= v.Mi for each ui  U . Then, the DO outputs the initial ciphertext:
CTinit =(( M,𝜌),C=M.e(g,g)as ,
C=gs t  A:Ct*=gq⅄ih-s(tj) )
D. Re-encryption
The re-encryption algorithm, which is run by the CS, takes as input the public parameters params =(PP ,PPka, PPcs) , the
initial ciphertext CT init, and the collection of attribute groups G . We adopt the attribute group-based algorithm of to reencrypt the initial ciphertext. On receiving and CT init, G , the CS selects two random exponents 𝜇 , 𝛾, 𝜖𝑅 ZP ∗ and
generates a set of attribute group keys K . Each CL uk  G has a unique constant identity code, labeled IDk
𝜖{0,1} regardless of attribute set changes. Subsequently, CS .
E. Private Key Update
The private key update algorithm, which is the principal innovation of CKM-CP-ABE, takes as input the parameters)
params =(PP ,PPka, PPcs) and the initial key CTinit PK . For this algorithm, the collaborative key management protocol is
implemented to generate and distribute three different private key components. The protocol consists of two subprotocols. The flows of the first sub-protocol are presented in Fig. 2.
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Theorem 1. The above computation for generating private
key component ga+q is a secure protocol, assuming the
underlying arithmetic 2PC and zero knowledge proofs are
secure.
Proof. We provide the proof of theorem 1 in Section VI.
Note that after the above process, the CS holds K` and the
KA possesses the initial key init PK . These two facts are crucial
to the proposed second sub-protocol that involves the KA, CS,
and CL. We present flows of the second sub-protocol..
As depicted, the computation is as follows:
1) The CS randomly selects 𝜇 1, 𝛾1, 𝜖𝑅 ZP ∗
as its private input,
and the KA randomly selects 𝜇 1, 𝛾1, 𝜖𝑅 ZP ∗
as its private
input.
2) The protocol returns private output y = (r 1+ r2 )𝜋1𝜋2 to
both KA and CS.
3) The CS selects random exponent 𝜀 𝜖 R Zp* and returns
X1=(K`)y/𝜀 to the KA.
4) The KA returns Y1
to the CS.
5) The CS outputs
K = Y1 /𝜋 22 as its component of the private
key.
6) The KA selects random exponent ζ∈ R Zp *
and returns
X 2= (g )y / ζ and ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆: 𝑋𝑥=(h x)y/ζ
to the CS.
7) The CS returns Y2 =X1/ 𝜋 21
and ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆:Yx=Xx1/ 𝜋 2|1
to the
KA.
8) The KA outputs
D 2=Y2 ζ/2𝜋2
and ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆: D 2=Y2 ζ/2𝜋2 .
9) The protocol secretly sends (r 1+ r2 )/𝜋1𝜋2 to the CL as its
component of the private key.
Thus, the components of the private key are
As shown above, CPK1 and CPK2 are, respectively, kept
by the KA and CS, while CPK3 is held by the CL. All private
key component generation and transmission is executed under
the collaborative key management protocol. Neither KA nor
CL can decrypt ciphertext on their own due to the proposed
collaborative key management protocol. Thus, not only does
our scheme avoid the key escrow problem, but it also helps
prevent the key exposure.
A.
Security Requirements
1)
Data confidentiality
For the CKMCPABE model, we assume that all entities participating in data exchange are semi-verified, but will not
conflict with each other for illegal access to data. Since KA and CS are semi-trusted but interested in plain text, shared
data should be kept secret from them. And unauthorized CL. In our scheme, KA receives the original ciphertext from
DO and generates the initial key corresponding to the CL attribute set, similar to what the key generation center in and
should do. However, KA cannot use the initial key to decrypt the initial ciphertext, because CS stores important secrets
that other CAs do not know, so the CA itself cannot obtain the plaintext. It also cannot extract the ciphertext data itself.
DS converts the final ciphertext into a semi-hard ciphertext with a constant size and shorter than the final ciphertext.
During the conversion process, DS cannot obtain any data information, so even if the DS is semi-trusted, the DS access
channel is insecure and data security is guaranteed.In addition, it is almost guaranteed that external visitors cannot access
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plain text. Any CL without authorized attributes will not be able to obtain the appropriate attribute group keys to obtain
0T and 1T. Therefore, such a CL cannot receive the value in sec. Therefore, decryption using less than three different
private key components will not work properly.
2)

Backward and forward secrecy
The first ABE key lock mechanism was proposed by Betencourt et al. It is recommended that... the timing
mechanism allocates verification time for each attribute. However, it is impractical to assign an exact expiration time
to each attribute of each CL. The synchronization mechanism does not guarantee confidentiality back and forth .
Green et al. Mainly focused on decryption efficiency, without considering the design of the callback block. Based
on the method of Bethencourt et al. Hur and Xiong et al. introduced an attribute group mechanism for instant
retrieval. For CKMCPABE, we propose a scheme inspired by to ensure forward and backward confidentiality. As
soon as CL receives a new attribute, KA will update the corresponding attribute group key. , Embed the newly
reconstructed main message in the ciphertext. Finally, all CLs in the new attribute group obtain the new private key
component.Even if the CL has an encrypted ciphertext before receiving this attribute, the CL cannot decrypt it
correctly. This will ensure backward secrecy. If some CL loses an attribute, KA will immediately update the attribute
group list. The cloud server immediately updates the key set corresponding to the attribute group, and re-encrypts the
cipher text by re-creating the main message. The shared key management protocol then distributes the updated
private key component. This attribute cannot extract information from the cipher text in any way. Therefore, forward
secrecy can be guaranteed.
D. Security Proof
1) Proof of Theorem 1
We demonstrate the security of the first sub-protocol by examining the cases of a corrupt CS and corrupt KA separately.
For a corrupt CS, the simulator ka Sim proceeds as follows: The arithmetic 2PC extracts a from CS in preparation for
obtaining x x=(a/q+𝜏)/q . Then, a random x ∈R Z*Pis selected and sent to the arithmetic 2PC simulator. Note that it is
correctly distributed, since there exists an q such that x=(a/q+𝜏)/q for any x, a , and 𝜏 . Then, the random x is transmitted
to the adversary. Next, ka Sim receives A from the corrupt CS with the corresponding zero knowledge proof. After that,
we extract 𝜎 from the proof system with the extractor and send a random B∈RG1 to the corrupt CS. Finally, a is sent to
the trusted party for computation of K`, which is returned to the KA.
Now consider a hybrid simulator ka Hybka that takes as input q and 𝜏 from the KA. It computes x x=(a/q+𝜏)/q using the
arithmetic 2PC simulator as described above. If (a/q+𝜏)/q corresponding to a is correctly computed, the 2PC simulator
runs as the real 2PC does. In the real protocol, q and 𝜎 are randomly picked so that x is uniformly distributed over Zp*
and B is uniformly distributed over G1 . Thus, the x and B generated in ka Sim are distributed identically to those in ka
Hyb . Assuming security of the proof of knowledge is guaranteed, H yb should be indistinguishable from ka Sim .
For a corrupt KA, the simulator cs Sim proceeds as follows: The arithmetic 2PC simulator calculates (a/q+𝜏)/q and
extracts 𝜏 . Then, a random value A∈RG1 is chosen and sent to the corrupt KA. When cs Sim receives B from the
adversary, the arithmetic 2PC extracts and sends q to the trusted party, which computes k`=gq+q𝜏 . Finally, K` is transferred
to the CS as private output. Now consider a hybrid simulator cs Hyb that takes as input the secret . It first runs the
arithmetic 2PC simulator to compute x. If this protocol provides the correct output value of q and 𝜎 , the simulator
executes all steps as in the real protocol. This is totally indistinguishable from the real process aided by arithmetic 2PC
security. Regardless of whether the real protocol or the simulator is used, A is distributed uniformly over 1 since a is
chosen at random. Thus, the values of x and A generated by cs Sim are distributed identically to those in cs Hyb .
Assuming the proof of knowledge is secure, cs Hyb should be indistinguishable from cs Sim . Thus, we conclude that
our first sub-protocol is secure.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Encryption based on ciphertext policy attributes is a promising encryption method for performing fine-grained access
control to protect cloud storage. The generation of distributed keys and the issuance and storage of private keys do not
require any additional physical infrastructure. We introduce attribute groups to create private key update algorithms for
detailed and immediate attribute revocation. The proposed collaboration mechanism not only perfectly solves the key
storage problem, but also solves the more serious key leakage problem that has been seldom paid attention to in previous
studies. At the same time, it helps to optimize the user experience because they are almost not responsible for decryption.
Therefore, the proposed solution works best in a cloud-based communication system that serves the specific performance
of front-end equipment in terms of security or efficiency. Our future work will be based on the preliminary results of this
work and develop the proposed scheme by reducing the size of the ciphertext. , Encryption cost and decryption cost,
these are still open issues that hinder the practical application of attribute data. Considering some specific industry
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scenarios, such as B. Clinics that control access to personal history, it is also necessary to improve the information value
of the access strategy.
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